




HAT PINS AND HOLDERS 

 

The Love of Collecting by Mary Tannler Worley 
 

If you love Rhinestones, Art Nouveau, Cloisonné, semi precious stones, silver, brass and gold engraving, Carnival 

glass, Greek Revival, ivory, Baroque, Art Deco, Nippon, Limoges and so much more, the hat pin and hat pin 

holder collection at the La Center Museum is worth your visit.  Hatpins are an affordable collector item that is 

both beautiful to look at, gorgeous to display and a part of history. 

 

Hatpins in the collection at the La Center Museum date from approximately the 1890’s to the 
middle 1920’s, but can be found in history as far back as the Middle Ages, documented to hold 

the wimples and veils of the  aristocratic women.  Hatpins in the La Center Museum collection 

came from women in the mid 1800’s, that were moving away from the traditional bonnet with 

the chin bow to straw hats.  Fashion - and the flamboyant star, Lillian Russell -  made for more 

elaborate hats that required longer hatpins and were of two classes.  As you can see in the exhibit 

at LCMA, there are the common glass bead hatpins for everyday and working women hats that 

were traditionally sold on cards.  Then there are the more extravagant pins in the collection 

which were usually longer and very ornate.   
 

Ladies vanity collections of this era included a hairbrush, mirror, hat pin holder and a hair receiver.  

Women collected their own hair in the receiver to make a pompadour to support these large hats 

fastened in place by the long hatpins.  Pompadour frames were also purchased but the sheer volume 

meant that hats needed great support so hatpins became longer and longer.  Hatpins were an 

essential part of women’s fashion. 

 

They were considered jewelry and were a more appropriate gift for a gentleman to give to a lady than necklaces, 

bracelets or earrings.  Jewelers that designed these magnificent pins included Charles Horner and Louis Tiffany 

and were presented in velvet lined boxes to the intended. 

 

Coincidentally, the Women Suffragettes in the early 1900’s were becoming a movement in Europe and the United 

States.  It became obvious that a 12” hatpin could be lethal.  Laws were passed that limited the “legal” size to 9 
inches!    

 

World War I and material shortages put an end to such frivolous hats and the need for hat pins as materials for 

both were needed to fight the War.  Hatpins evolved from ornate, long pieces of art to military badges to non-

existent.   

 

Most hatpins are unmarked.  Research on the collection at the La Center 

Museum provides clues to the manufacturers but no concrete information due 

to the lack of true marking.   

 

Collecting is a fun and interesting way to keep history alive.  Hatpin 

collecting is interesting in that there was a definite beginning and end of 

manufacturing and a wide variety of styles.    

 

We invite your stories and interest in this and other collections.  Please call us 

or e-mail at:  lacentermuseum@tds.com 
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